
Formatting Pointers for In-Class Writing on  

“Nature. Beauty. Gratitude.” 

 
❏ Make sure your paper is formatted according to MLA (Size 12, Times New Roman, perfectly 

double-spaced everywhere, correct parenthetical citations, correct MLA header according to the 
model) 
 

❏ Follow your “Flower Worksheet” in this order to make the process easy: 
o (From Task One): Copy the TS/ thesis you created, making sure the TS is one tight sentence 

that addresses the prompt. 
 

o (From Task Two): Copy your first CX/CD (quotation).  Make sure the quotation includes proper 
context (a summary of what the speaker is saying before and during the time of the quotation 
you selected), the quotation is properly blended, and the quotation is not too long.  Avoid 
using the word “quote.” 

 
o (From Task Three): Answer the first set of questions you’ve created that to along with your 

first CD.  Make sure that your answers (which become CM), directly relate to the structural 
feature mentioned in the quote and point back to the effectiveness of Schwartzberg’s 
argument. 

 
o (Transition): Make a transitional statement (beginning with something like “Additionally,” or 

“Another way,”) to bridge your ideas between your first CD/ example and your second. 
 

o (From Task Two): Copy your second CX/CD (quotation).  Make sure the quotation includes 
proper context (a summary of what the speaker is saying before and during the time of the 
quotation you selected), the quotation is properly blended, and the quotation is not too long.  
Avoid using the word “quote.” 

 
o (From Task Three): Answer the second set of questions you’ve created that to along with your 

first CD.  Make sure that your answers (which become CM), directly relate to the structural 
feature mentioned in the quote and point back to the effectiveness of Schwartzberg’s 
argument. 

 
o (From Task One): Keeping the main ideas the same, completely reword the TS/ thesis you 

created, and, if possible, create a unique universal thought or application to the reader. 


